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Structures of very neutron-rich nuclei are needed for a better understanding of

many areas of nuclear and astrophysical sciences. One of the most prolific ways of

producing neutron-rich nuclei is the spontaneous fission of actinides. Only two

fissioning nuclides exist with reasonable half-life and fission branching ratio, MCm (tI/2 =

3.5 x 105 y, SF = 8.3%) and "Cf (t1/2= 2.64 y, SF = 3.1%). Each fission fragment has

average spin of ~8 ft and it deexcites by the emission of ~4 coincident gamma rays1.

Since prompt y rays in the two complementary fragments are in coincidence,

multidetector arrays of high-resolution Compton-suppressed Ge detectors can be used to

isolate transitions in a specific isotope by requiring multifold coincidences. Such

measurements were performed with the EUROGAM and EUROBALL arrays using 248Cm

and mCS sources. Recently experiments have been performed with the

GAMMASPHERE array2 at Argonne, which consisted of 101 Compton-suppressed Ge

detectors. In one experiment we used a 5 mg (-20 (xCi) w Cm source. The aim of this

experiment was to deduce the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction and the effective

charge in nuclei around the doubly magic nucleus 132Sn. Another experiment was

performed last year with a 100-uCi "Cf source and the goal of this experiment was to

deduce the magnetic moments of nuclei produced in fission3.
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Clean one-dimensional spectra were obtained from the three- and four-fold data

set by gating on two or three y-ray peaks. The studies of prompt y-ray spectra of fission

fragments have provided large amounts of nuclear structure information. Level structures

of many very neutron-rich nuclei have been determined for the first time. This was

achieved by determining the average mass of the complementary fragments for each

isotope of an element1. A good correlation was obtained between the mass of each

isotope and the corresponding average mass of the complementary fragments, as shown

in Fig. 1 for Te isotopes4. Some important aspects of nuclear structure deduced from

these studies are given below.
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Fig. 1. Upper panel shows the correlation between masses of the Te isotopes and the
average mass of the complementary Ru isotopes. Lower panel shows the relative
independent yields of Te isotopes in 248Cm fission.



1. Independent Yields

The mass yields in the fission of many nuclides have been measured by

radiochemical techniques1. In most cases, this method does not give the yield of an

isotope produced directly during fission. Instead it gives the cumulative yield which is

the sum of yields from direct fission (after neutron emission from the fragment) and from

the (3' decay. The prompt y-ray spectroscopy technique used in our studies gives the

independent yield. Isotopic yields for many elements have been determined and these

show gausian distribution5 as discussed by Wahf. An example of independent yields of

Te isotopes is shown in Fig. 1. These independent yields are needed to test the theoretical

models of fission process and for estimating intensities of neutron-rich beams for the

Rare Isotope Accelerator.

2. Information about r-process Nuclei

We have determined the level schemes of many nuclei around the doubly magic

nucleus 132Sn which have enabled us to deduce the effective nucleon-nucleon interactions

and effective charges in this mass region7. The P~ decay half-lives of nuclei around the

waiting point nuclei determine the path of the r-process. One of the waiting point

nucleus is 130Cd. These nuclei are not accessible and hence their (3" decay half-lives must

be calculated. The measurements of nuclear levels in nuclei around 132Sn provide the

necessary data for the determination of parameters of the single-particle potential which

can be used to calculate masses and P decay half-lives of nuclei of astrophysical

significance.
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